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Chief Justice’s observations 
 
On behalf of the Judges, I congratulate you, ladies and gentlemen, upon your admission to 

the legal profession.  The English jurist Lord Maugham described lawyers some decades 

ago, and his words are as apt today, as “the custodians of civilisation, than which there 

can be no higher or nobler duty”.  This is not empty grandiloquence:  you do, now, become 

part of the mechanism which guards the lynchpin of our civil society, the rule of law, and 

you must take that responsibility seriously. 

 

What distinguishes a profession is an ideal of public service.  What distinguishes the legal 

profession is the lawyer’s predominant duties to the law and the court: you now undertake 

faithfully to maintain the existing law and assist in its enforcement; and while you are 

bound to do your best to advance the interests of your clients, you are subject to at least a 

very strict negative duty, to refrain from obstructing the administration of justice by 

deceiving the court.  We expect much of you: integrity, legal understanding, sound 

judgment, practical wisdom, and not the least, moral courage – we expect this depth of 

character and learning so that you will best serve the people who will depend on your 

expert capacities for the resolution of their difficulties.  We hope you will also follow the 

lead of those many practitioners who these days most worthily provide legal services on a 

pro bono basis.  The weak, the marginalised, the underprivileged:  they also depend on 

you – do not forget them. 

 

If you do not enter into legal practice as such, I hope you will nevertheless continue to 

draw inspiration from the jurisprudential training which has led you to this point: it should 

have induced a dimension of mental acuity and moral perception of enduring value. 

 

As you rightly bask today in the lustre of your achievements, and we particularly note the 

brilliance of the honours graduates, and with pleasure, the admission of former associates, 

remember not only those you are destined to serve, but also those who have helped you 

to the position you now enjoy, especially your parents, families and friends.   We hope they 

will remain, for you, important sources of encouragement and wise counsel.    
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2. 

 

You go forward now with our congratulations and best wishes. 
 


